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9830NT
The all-new Sunflower 9830NT Series single-disc air drill is 
simply the most universal seeding tool available. The 9830NT 
is designed to seed into the entire range of soil conditions 
from no-till with heavy residue to soft, fluffy conventional till. 
Designed with fewer moving parts to minimize maintenance 
down time and engineered with simplified seed-depth control 
for easy operation.

AgControl

AgControl is the most accurate and responsive rate control system 
on the market. The key features of the 9830NT’s AgControl system for 
integrated product are:

• Section control of all three sections

 - Section control saves money on input cost by 
applying product only on the areas that need 
it. Over-application negatively effects yields by 
forcing plants to compete for moisture, nutrients, 
light and space to grow.

• Single meter section rate control

 - Each section of the 9830NT has the ability 
maintain preset product dispersal by controlling 
the rate of each meter roller. The individual 
electric motor drives on each meter roll provides 
the 9830NT the ability to maintain these product 
presets based the individual ground speed of 
each section. In situations where one side of the 
implement is traveling faster then the other., such 
as going around a center pivot, the product rates 
automatically adjusted at each section.

• Variable rate control for both products 
(compartments)

 - Zone control is the method of independently 
controlling crop inputs from multiple dispense 
points (sections) as per pre-prescribed 
prescription mapped elements by means of geo-
referencing.

• As-applied data for both products (data logging and 
documentation)

• Product variable rate control capability

• ISOBUS AEF certified for use with universal terminal. 
(full compatibility with capable AEF certified 
tractors)

Features

On-board Tanks

The integrated 60/40 split tank poly tank 
provides dual product capabilities. There 
is 175 bushel combined seed capacity or 
105 / 70 bushel split for dual product. A 
dual product application using the 105 bu. 
compartment for seed, the 9830NT will 
continue seeding 33% longer than two 
major competitor’s drills offering only a 
mere 70 bu total tank capacity.

A single product application at 175 bushel 
capacity allows the tool to operate 2.3 times longer than those 
competitor’s drills. The tanks and lids are made of super tough 
polyethylene plastic for long life. The tank design features steep 
slopes for effective material flow and cleanout. There are product 
level sensors and work lights off the back.

Dedicated Product Metering

The ISO compatible Task Controllers allow prescription seed and 
fertilizer application. Each seed opener has its own dedicated meter 
flute to provide the utmost seeding accuracy. The meter rollers are 
made from durable polypropylene material. The system is a Venturi 
meter design eliminating the need for a pressurized tank. This greatly 
reduces the demand on the hydraulic fan. Each roller assembly meters 
its assigned product to a 10’ section of the drill. Each roller is driven 
by a dedicated electric motor powered by the tractor’s 12-volt electric 
system. Electric motors are more accurate and responsive and the 
9830NT is equipped with six dedicated motors to provide sectional 
shut-off, seed rate turn compensation as well as the ability to provide 
sectional rate control as required by prescription seeding.

Wireless Blockage Monitoring

This “IAS Blockage” system was designed 
for the Sunflower single disc drill. Wireless 
sensors are installed in the runs to warn the 
operator if lines are plugged or slow down 
significantly. One sensor for every run and 
the system is standard equipment.



Opener Down Pressure

The down pressure of each of the tool bars on the 9830NT drill is 
loaded by hydraulic cylinders connected in a parallel circuit. The 
down pressure is uniform across the drill and consistent through the 
entire range of motion of the tool bars.

This system is far superior to springs that increase down pressure when 
stretched or compressed depending on configuration. The system is 
reliable even in the presence of rocks and other obstructions. The 
active hydraulic circuit operated via the cab mounted virtual terminal 
allowing the operator to change the down pressure on the go.

Depth Control

The color coded depth control collars on 
each of the frame lift cylinders (4) give a 
visual confirmation that each of the cylinders 
is at the correct depth. Utilizing the same 
combination of collars on each cylinder 
assures seeding depth will be uniform.

Seed depth change require only minutes 
and is done at the lift cylinders. No changes 
at the seed openers are required. Compare the simplicity of just four 
adjustments versus forty-eight individual depth adjustments as is 
necessary with competitive drills.

Productivity Comparison

• 160 acre bean field

• 196,000 population

• ½ mile rounds
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Pass speed (mph) 9 6 6

Capacity (bu.) 175 70 100

Fill rate (bu./min.) 12

Fill time 17.5 7 10

Prep time to fill (min.)* 15

Total stopage time to fill 65 88 75

Total field time (hrs.) 6.0 8.9 6.8

Productivity loss -33% -13%

* Any and all time from stopping the meters to starting them again that is not 
spent actually filling (e.g. is the operator maneuvering the seed tender, opening 
tanks, etc.)
** Turn around speeds are calculated at 4 mph.  Speeds listed are working speeds.

Meter Access

Easy access makes meter calibration a breeze. The presence of active hydraulic and electric power to the drill is required for the 
calibration process to lower the plenum and operate the meter drives.

The plenum lowers hydraulically by activating the lever mounted to the inside of the tongue frame.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.sunflowermfg.com
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Specifications

Model Capacity bu. (L) Working 
width ft. (m)

Transport 
Width ft. (m)

Transport 
Height ft. (m) Weight lbs. (kg) Power requirements hp†

9800

9830-30NT Front Hopper: 105 (3700) 
Rear Hopper: 70 (2500

30 (9.1) 11.5 (3.5) 13.13 (4.0) 24,400 (11,091) 225-325

† Will vary based on air cart, openers, soil type and terrain.


